AEROKATS and ROVER Education Network (AREN)  
Wayne RESA, Wayne MI - Monthly Status – September, 2019

Need(s) or Areas to Watch

• Continued development of AREN Project Theory of Action for Enabling STEM Education with Evaluators

Look Ahead

• GLOBE Learning Activities Development; Sci Act 2.0 Preparation; and Annual Report

Updates/Changes

• Website Updates

• Monthly – Earthlings, NASA Headquarters, SciAct Working Group and AREN Team Monthly Online/Phone Conferences

• 3 Flights Added to AEROKATS Mission Mapper – from the Chesapeake Bay Environmental Center

• AREN Project presentation “What’s Up at Wallops” at the Wallops Visitor Center

• AREN / GLOBE Presentation for Undergraduate Education Students at Madonna University in Livonia, MI

• Advisory Board Meeting of the Rouge Education Project

• 10 New GLOBE Teachers – University of Michigan-Dearborn

• AREN Annual Team Meeting was held at Chesapeake Bay Environmental Center

Cross - Collaboration

• Mission Earth – Participation in the Middle School Weather and Climate Workshop to be held at Lawrence Technological University in partnership with the Metropolitan Detroit Science Teachers Association

• Tracy Ortiz, Clippert Multicultural Honors Academy in Detroit, selected to participate in GLOBE’s Virtual Exchange Toolkit Pilot Program

• Montana State University bringing together their STEM program and SciGirls

• GLOBE Learning Activities development in collaboration with NESEC (Theresa) and Goddard (Todd)

• NISE Network Newsletter for September, 2019 – Partner Highlight: Pop-Up Science with NASA at the Michigan Science Center in Detroit, MI